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Welcome



What is your experience with  
innovation?

What questions or needs do you 
have?

Check in



What are the three 
keywords that you think 
should be found in the 

definition of innovation…

A  definition of innovation



Let’s start with a 
challenge…



How might we tackle 
childhood obesity?

The challenge…



How might we tackle childhood obesity?

Generate as many ideas as possible.
Write each idea on a post it and stick it on the sheet.

5 min.



Cluster your ideas into three categories

5 min.

WILL CERTAINLY 
WORK

WILL PROBABLY
WORK

DON’T KNOW IF IT 
WILL WORK



Select the best idea that you think might work.

1 min.

WILL CERTAINLY 
WORK

WILL PROBABLY
WORK

DON’T KNOW IF IT 
WILL WORK



Welcome to the room of 
the unobvious



“Innovation amateurs talk 
good ideas; innovation 

experts talk testable 
hypothesis.”

Michael Schrage

In the room of the unobvious we talk ideas but testable hypotheses



IDEAS SOLUTION

IDEAS HYPOTHESIS

The core of the experimental mindset



“A hypothesis is a testable 
belief about future value 

creation”
Michael Schrage



Turn your idea into a testable hypothesis.

1 min.



Back to the definition of 
innovation…



Back to the definition of innovation… here is our ”1 minute definition”

IDEA VALU
EIMPLEMENTED

(successfully)

EXPERIMENTATION
PROCESS

Turning ideas into testable hypotheses
and find out what works and what doesn’t.



Note, in reality it may look like this…

IDEA VALU
E

VALU
E



Experimentation is a 
systematic way of dealing 

with uncertainty.



Moving from the unknown to known



Three categories of experimentation



(what) if …. then ….what if … if … then …

EXPLORE
(artist)

TRIAL & ERROR
(designer)

VALIDATE
(scientist)

Three mindsets

Which has implications for team design



What do you actually know?

0% 100%

100%

0%

Knowing what the 
problem is

Knowing what 
the solution is

EXPLORE TRIAL 
& 

ERRO
R

VALIDATE
HERE BE 
DRAGON

S



Why we should explore (the 
unobvious)…



The streetlight effect: we tend to look where it is easiest





Innovation happens in the “adjacent possible” (Steven Johnson)

Diagram inspired by :https://www.technologyreview.com/s/603366/mathematical-model-reveals-the-
patterns-of-how-innovations-arise/

ACTUAL

POSSIBLE



How do you go about 
exploring this space of the 

unobvious?



Landscape of innovation approaches



Yet, we need to look 
beyond methods…



Six principles to explore the unobvious



People: building 
empathy



x



A persona is a powerful tool 
to develop a shared 
understanding with your 
team about the people you 
work with or for.

Personas help a team to 
make decisions with “real 
people” in mind.

You may create more than 
one persona (to highlight 
differences backgrounds, 
objectives, skills, etc).



Developing a persona

20 min.

Develop a persona of the people who are most 
affected by the issue.



Personas

Personas are archetypes of fictional characters of groups of real people 
segmented by specific attributes (needs, motivations, habits, cultural 

background, social or demographic characteristics)

RESPONDENT
S

PERSONAS



Where do you normally start?

How often do you actually engage with citizens to understand their 
experiences, needs, aspirations, struggles?



w
hy, w

hy, w
hy...



What is your proximity to the issue?

PROXIMITY

You need proximity to create empathy.



What stories – from 
direct observation – can 
you tell about the people 

most affected by the 
issue?

Did you experience any struggles populating the sheet?



What do we know?

(Validated) 
knowledge Assumptions Knowledge

gaps

What do you know 
for sure?

For which you have 
evidence to support your 

claims

What do you think 
you know for sure?
But, for which you don’t 
have any evidence to 
support your claims

What is it that you 
don’t know?

For which you need to do 
research



Systems: mapping 
the big picture



x



Not all problems are born equal

SIMPLE COMPLICATED COMPLEX

It involves a few components 
and actors

Clear end state: we can tell 
when the problem is solved

Procedures to solve the 
problem involve a few simple 

and clear steps

It involves a many 
components and experts

Clear end state: we can tell 
when the problem is solved

Procedures to solve the 
problem involve many steps 

and a specific order

It involves many actors with 
conflicting interests

No clear end state: new problems 
may occur

Procedures to solve the problem 
are unclear, not known, requires 
trials & error to see what works





Issue Mapping



• Describe your challenge in 
circle at middle of 
worksheet

• Describe max 4 key issues 
that constitute your 
challenge

• Describe min 3 sub issues 
that contribute to 1 or more 
key issues

• Describe min 2 drivers that 
influence sub or key issues

• Define max 3 leverage 
points 

Exercise: Issue Mapping your challenge



System



A systems map is a visual representation of 
underlying complexity that helps us identify 
insights in ways that would not have been 

possible from a single perspective. 
Systems mapping helps us build shared understanding. The 

process facilitates a constructive dialogue about where we can 
intervene to bring about systems change. 

Systems mapping: multiple perpectives and shared understanding



Problems: 
(re)framing 
challenges



x



What is a frame?







Why do we use 
frames?



In the social sciences, framing comprises a set of concepts and theoretical 
perspectives on how individuals, groups, and societies, organize, perceive, 
and communicate about reality. Framing involves social construction of 
a social phenomenon – by mass media sources, political or social 
movements, political leaders, or other actors and organizations. 
Participation in a language community necessarily influences an 
individual's perception of the meanings attributed to words or phrases.

Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_sciences
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_construction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_phenomenon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_media
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perception


Why do we frame 
challenges?



If I had only one hour to 
save the world, I would 
spend fifty-five minutes 
defining the problem, and 
only five minutes finding 
the solution.

Albert Einstein





How might we 
reframe?



How might we shift our 
perspective?



Time



Time



Powers of Ten, Ray and Charles Eames

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w8QI8LALI8g

Scale



from needs to potential
from limitations to opportunities

from barriers to possibilities

Reversing



Reframing: from liabilities to assets



Presence/absence



From needs to potential



a person or thing seen 
as comparable to 
another.

By analogue



How to improve the 
handover of patients from the 

operation theatre to the 
intensive care unit?

How might we organise
the treatment or care 

programme around the 
patients?

By analogue



Subject/object



Exaggeration



“A new scientific truth 
does not triumph by 
convincing its opponents 
and making them see the 
light, but rather because 
its opponents eventually 
die, and a new generation 
grows up that is familiar 
with it.”

Thomas Kuhn
‘The Structure of Scientific Revolutions’

Changing paradigms



Time Scale Deficit/assets

Negative/positive Subject/object Presence/absence

Paradigm shift By analogue Exaggeration



How might you reframe your 
challenge, using one or more 

of these tactics? 

Problem reframing



x



What ideas come 
to mind?



Develop your plan…



One method to 
quickly test ideas is 

prototyping



Prototyping is…

Making an idea visual or 
tangible, so you are able to 
share and test it with others, 

in order to learn from it.
For fairly low costs





Prototyping is a cheap way to learn from failures



Three approaches Problem analysis

Prototyping

Solution mapping



Proof of concept/prototype/pilot/MVP

Whole

Idea

Part

Implemented
solution

Proof of 
concept

Prototyping

Pilot

MVP



Proof of concept/prototype/pilot/MVP, what’s in a name?

LAB / STUDIO REAL WORLD

Proof of Concept Prototype Pilot Minimal Viable 
Product (MVP)

What is it? Test the feasibility of 
an idea or 
assumption to justify 
further development

Test how an idea may 
work like, look like, 
feel like to learn from 
and identify 
assumptions

Testing whether a 
solution will work in 
the real context to 
justify scaling or 
implementing

Testing the viability of 
essential core of your 
solution in action.

Stage Early stage Early stage Roll out Live testing

Stakeholder
s involved

Internal stakeholders Users (respondents), 
decision makers, 
sponsors

Real users, decision 
makers, sponsors

Real users

What do we 
have?

Having a hunch Having an idea Having a solution Having the core of a 
solution

What do we 
have?

You have a hunch and 
want to test if it is feasible

You have a idea and want 
to test how it might work 
and learn from it

You have a solution and 
want to test how if it 
actually will work (before 
implementing it large 
scale)

You have the core of a 
solution and want to test 
if it will work

When is it a 
success?

When an idea is feasible When an idea works as 
anticipated – if that is not 
the case, it created new 
insights

When a solution works as 
anticipated

When a solution works as 
anticipated, or when it 

Duration A couple of hours or 
days.

A couple of hours, days 
or even weeks

Weeks, months Continuous



Building 
prototypes



Prototypes test how something…

FEELS WORKS  LOOKS BEHAVES



Prototype method example

Experience Prototype: 

FEELS  BEHAVES  

LOOKS  WORKS  



Prototype method example

Wizard of Oz: 

FEELS  BEHAVES  

LOOKS  WORKS  



Prototype method example

System mock up: 

FEELS  BEHAVES  

LOOKS  WORKS  



Prototype method example

Paper prototyping: 

FEELS  BEHAVES

LOOKS  WORKS  



Fidelity
High

fidelity

Low
fidelity

Crude 
sketch

Paper
prototype

Clickable
prototype



One rule…

Build first, 
then 

think/talk!



New 
competencies







Four levels of capacity building















Summary



Three categories of experimentation





Landscape of innovation approaches



Six principles to explore the unobvious



What do we know?

(Validated) 
knowledge Assumptions Knowledge

gaps

What do you know 
for sure?

For which you have 
evidence to support your 

claims

What do you think 
you know for sure?
But, for which you don’t 
have any evidence to 
support your claims

What is it that you 
don’t know?

For which you need to do 
research





Q&A



Thank you!
@States_Change
@nesta_uk
@bcaffin
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